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The beauty of working with precast concrete lies in the complete 

control over the manufacturing process.

SVC’s experienced fabrication team can create bespoke objects 

that allow customisation of form, colour and finish as well as 

the use of specialised techniques, creating unique solutions for 

specific designs.

\\  FORM  \\  p39
customisation of shape

\\  COLOUR  \\  p39
customisation of colour and raw aggregates

\\  FINISH  \\  p39
customisation of texture

\\  TECHNIQUE  \\  p40
use of special techniques to create unique outcomes

\\  PREVIOUS WORKS  \\  p41
examples of previous SVC bespoke projects
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FORM  \  COLOUR  \  FINISH BESPOKE FABRICATION

FORM

COLOUR

FINISH

CO N C R E T E  CU RV ES

Concrete is not often thought of as a material for 
creating curves. However, working with precast 
concrete allows the use of complicated moulds within 
a controlled environment, which produces amazing 
shapes that might be harder to construct in-situ.

Clockwise from top left:

   \  Domed fire pit with silky smooth curvature
   \  Corrugated concrete 
   \  Curved large format concrete numbers
   \  Curving seat with rounded edges

A  V I V I D  CO LO U R  S P ECT RU M

Interestingly, concrete does not always have to be
grey or white! The use of oxides, as well as the wide
selection of stone aggregates available, present
designers a full spectrum of colours to work with. Of 
course, concrete can be painted as well.

Clockwise from top left:

   \  Standard off-white and a custom pink honed finish
   \  Photovoltaic aggregate that glows in the dark
   \  A polished red sign for Watpac Construction
   \  Painted concrete playground modules

A L L  A BO U T  T H E  T E XT U R E

After selecting the shape and colour of a concrete 
product, next is the choice of finish. The application
of the product, i.e. internal or external, should be 
considered when deciding on the surface texture.

Clockwise from top left:

   \  SVC’s off-mould finish is smooth to the touch
   \  Our standard shot-blasted finish suits external use
   \  Honed finishes feel smooth and expose the aggregates
   \  Polished concrete is silky smooth and shines in the light
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TECHNIQUEBESPOKE FABRICATION

TECHNIQUE

I M P R I N TS  &  ST E N C I L S

The imprinting and stencilling of patterns, images, letters or numbers into concrete is a simple feature
that is decorative and can also be functional. For example, imprinted letters and numbers are often used
in concrete signage to display place names or street numbers.

Left:     The embossed graphic pattern in the white concrete kerbstones add an interesting visual feature.
Middle:     Numbers embedded into large signage bases identify them as wayfinding markers.
Right:    A smooth stencilled image of a lizard stands out against the shot-blasted surface.

M I X I N G  M AT E R I A L S

Using alternative materials in conjunction with concrete is a common method in creating bespoke 
furniture. Depending on its design style, concrete can work beautifully as a subtle supporting element or 
as the dominant stand-out feature.

Left:     Timber slatting complements the sweeping concrete curves at Docklands Park. Design: MALA Studio
Middle:    Concrete, bluestone, steel and timber work in tandem in the pedestrian landscape in Acland Street.
    Design: BKK & McGregor Coxall
Right:     Concrete base planes support timber seat tops encased in vibrant blue steel. Design: City of Whitehorse

In addition to the areas of customisation previously mentioned, there are also a few 
techniques that can be used to create unique visual features within a concrete product.
Some techniques are listed below.
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PREVIOUS WORKS

FO R G E  A PA RT M E N TS  Design: Mirvac Group  \\  Client: Mirvac Group

This magnificent fire pit commands attention in the foyer of Mirvac’s lavish Forge Apartments. The 
unique custom piece was fabricated with painstaking detail to ensure the final surface finish and 
curvature would suit the residence’s premium aesthetic.

P OT T I N G E R  PA R K ,  N SW  Design: Edwards River Council  \\  Client:  Michel Signs

The Edwards River Council commissioned the construction of a new park in Conargo, NSW, paying tribute
to Manny Pottinger, a Conargo resident who had played a big part in the town’s wool industry. New seats 
in the park feature beautifully corrugated concrete backs, crafted with the utmost attention to detail.

AU R O RA  ESTAT E  Design: MDG Landscape Architects  \\  Client:  Super Gardens

The Aurora residential estate in Epping North is lauded as Victoria’s first 6-star energy efficient
community. Beautiful open spaces and streetscapes complement the water and power saving homes.
Within the development, undulating concrete benches with slatted timber features provide street seating.




